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Fators driving the �rms deision to export.Firm-level evidene from Poland.Jan HagemejerNational Bank of PolandJune 6, 2007AbstratThe model by Melitz (2003) predits that if �rms di�er in their produtivity (TFP)and there exists a �xed osts of entry to export markets, �rms begin exporting ifprodutivity exeeds a ertain threshold value. Produtivity is thus a ruial fatorbehind �rms' export market partiipation. To verify this, I estimate a simple probitmodel of the �rms deision to export, based on the Polish manufaturing �rm-leveldata. Estimation of produtivity of individual �rms is troublesome as the standard OLSmethod produes biased estimates due to the endogeneity of fator hoie. I use a multi-stage semi-parametri approah, as proposed by Olley and Pakes (1996) ontrolling forendogeneity and the bias aused by �rms exiting and entering the sample during theperiod under onsideration. Besides determining the signi�ane of the TFP oe�ientin the probit regression, I examine the paths of produtivity of �rms entering the exportmarket and make an attempt to identify the potential learning-by-exporting e�ets.Keywords: produtivity, exports, �rm-level dataJEL lassi�ation: F10 F14 D21 L60
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IntrodutionEmpirial literature on international trade seems to gradually drift away from the onept ofsymmetri �rms within an industry. Analysis of �rm level data indiates, that there existsnot only a great deal of heterogeneity among �rm, but there are also signi�ant di�erenesin �rm behavior. One of the topis that has reently attrated a lot of attention of boththe empirial and theoretial literature is the fat that only a fration of �rms in any givenindustry deides to exports while the rest is only supplying to domesti market.Theoretial literature provides the following explanation of this phenomenon. Initiationof exports requires bearing some �xed and sunk osts of entry and the �rm has to generatea su�ient level of pro�ts to make sure that it an a�ord entry into export market. Thus,more e�etive �rms export while the less e�etive �rms are below the required e�ienythreshold and deide to stay away from the foreign market. Besides the above mehanism,there is another intuitive hannel of interation between exports and produtivity. Firmsengaging in ontats with other markets an bene�t from experiene of foreign �rms and usethese knowledge in domesti markets. Moreover, �rms ompeting in the foreign market maytry harder in terms of quality of their produts whih in turn also a�ets home onsumers.This artile is an attempt to explain the determinants of export deision of Polish �rmsin the period 1997-2004. The fators that has been taken into onsideration are �rm pro-dutivity and �rm size and other �rm harateristis. The regression analysis inludes alsosuh setoral fators as export penetration, industry onentration and the existene of teh-nial barriers to trade. An attempt has been made to verify the ausality diretion betweenprodutivity and exporting.The artile has a following struture. In the �rst setion I review the relevant empirialand theoretial literature related to �rm heterogeneity and international trade. Seondsetion presents the theoretial bakground behind the estimation equation. A detaileddesription of inluded variables and data used is ontained in setion three. Setion fourfollows with the estimation results together with sensitivity analysis and Granger ausality2



tests.1 Literature reviewTraditional trade theory is based on an assumption of onstant returns to sale and perfetompetition. Thanks to these assumptions, all onlusions are formulated on the industrylevel and individual �rm behavior is regarded as almost not important as it does not have anyimpat on the industry situation. This theory annot explain many issues that haraterizemodern international trade, suh as intra-industry trade. The diretion and volume of tradeis determined either by omparative advantage (the Riardian framework) or by relativeendowment of fators of prodution (Heksher-Ohlin model).The so alled new trade theory assoiated usually with suh names as Krugman or Help-man seems to partially solve the problems. In the Krugman (1980) model, monopolistiallyompetitive �rms exports their produts thanks to onsumers haraterized by a love-for-variety utility funtion (getting a higher utility level thanks to extra varieties imported). TheKrugman and Helpman (1985) model extends the analysis by elements of the Heksher-Ohlinmodel, allowing for the impat of relative fator endowments on the diretion and volumeof trade. These models, while learly being probably the most important ontributions tothe international trade literature in the seond half of the XX entury, are based on therepresentative �rm assumption - all �rms in an industry are idential and make identialdeisions. If one of them deides to export, all others follow.Inspetion of Polish manufaturing �rm-level data in the period of 1997-2004 (Table 1)shows that not all �rms export. Depending on the riterion used to lassify �rms as exporters,the perentage of �rms that export is between 61 and 76 perent in 2004. Moreover, thefration of exporting �rms is visibly hanging in time - in the 1997-1999 period, the frationof exporting �rms was visibly lower than in 2004. It is worth noting that the sample of �rmsused to prepare table 1 ontains only data on large �rms that employ over 50 people. Similar3



Table 1: Share of exporters in total number of �rmsShare of exportersyear X > 0 X
PKB

> 0.01 X
PKB

> 0.0251997 71,44% 58,31% 51,80%1998 70,36% 58,13% 51,95%1999 69,78% 56,54% 50,10%2000 71,00% 58,53% 52,37%2001 72,54% 60,10% 54,04%2002 70,70% 60,31% 53,82%2003 72,01% 62,68% 57,56%2004 76,07% 67,04% 61,30%First olumn shows perentage of all �rms that had positive exports,olumns two and three, perentage of �rms where exports to revenue ratioswere higher than the given threshold.alulations for the United States (Bernard, Eaton, Jensen and Kortum 2003) reveals slightlydi�erent distribution of �rms. In 1992, only 21 perent of Amerian entreprises exportedtheir produt and two thirds of them exported less than 10 perent of the value of total sales.Empirial researh in other ountries also questions the representative �rm assumption.The theoretial literature modeling heterogeneity of �rm behavior is probably the fastestgrowing branh of international trade researh urrently. The most important ontributionsso far are without doubt the works by Melitz ((2003), with further extensions) or Bernardet al. (2003). The Melitz model is in its struture slightly similar to the Krugman (1980)model. The demand side is almost idential (onsumers are haraterized by a CES utilityfuntion). The supply side assumes, that every �rm's produtivity is revealed to her (drawnfrom an exogenous probability distribution) before the entry, exit or export deisions aremade. Entry into export market involves �xed osts. Firm enters export markets if thepresent value of doing so is exeeding the value of restriting supplies to the home market.Melitz shows that �rm will enter the export market when its produtivity exeeds a ertainthreshold value.There are some important impliations of the Melitz model. First, �rms, whose pro-4



dutivity are above the threshold, export, the other �rms supply to the domesti marketor exit the industry. Seond, trade liberalization indues some �rms that did not exportbefore to start exporting. At the same time, with an inrease of the fator pries and ashift of resoures towards exporting �rms, the least exporting �rms drop out of the market(the produtivity threshold for the �rm presene in the domesti market shifts upwards). Itmeans that trade liberalization auses an inrease of average produtivity.Bernard, Eaton, Jensen and Kortum (2003) build a model based on �rm heterogeneity,that assumes that �rms ompete in a Bertrand fashion. The model assumes that inter-national di�erenes in osts are stemming from di�erenes in fator pries. Similarly as inMelitz, �rms are heterogeneous in terms of their marginal ost - only some of them self-seletsto the export market. The model shows that exporting �rms generate higher pro�ts, are moreprodutive and are larger than non-exporters. The empirial veri�ation of the model seemsto indiate good performane in the model in explaining the trends in Amerian �rm-leveldata.
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ProductivityFigure 1: produtivity of exporters and non-exportersThe literature ited above postulates the existene of a self-seletion mehanism of �rmsinto export market. The high-produtivity/low-ost �rms deide to start exporting, whilethe less e�etive �rm supply only to domesti market. Does the reality on�rm that? Figure5



1 shows the distribution of total fator produtivity (TFP) for Polish �rms in 2003 1. We ansee that the distribution of produtivity of exporters is learly shifted to the right relativelyto non-exporters. Bernard, Eaton, Jensen oraz Kortum (2003) report 33 perent advantageof exporters over non-exporters in terms of labor produtivity. The relatively lower di�erenebetween exporters and non-exporters in the ase of Polish �rms might stem out from thefat that the Polish data ontains only large �rms, and the export status is orrelated bothwith produtivity and size of �rms as will be shown later.Di�erenes in e�ieny of �rms with onnetion to export deision were analysed indetail by Bernard and Jensen (1997) using a panel of 50-60 thousand �rms. Produtivity(measured by TFP, value added per worker et.) was regressed on �rm level and setoralontrol variables and the exporting status. In all ases, the result suggest an advantage ofexporting �rms of 12 to 24 perent relative to non-exporters. Moreover, exporting �rms were50-60 perent larger than others.Another branh of literature is trying to explain the ausal relationship between theprodutivity level and exports. There exists a ommon belief that export partiipation anpositively in�uene produtivity - the so-alled learning-by-exporting e�et. At the same timethe theoretial literature postulates the self-seletion mehanism desribed earlier. Clerides,Lak and Tybout (1998) estimate the �rm export partiipation equation together with a ostfuntion, where, besides a set of ontrol variables, past export partiipated is inluded (thestudy is one for Moroo, Mexio and Columbia). While the results learly indiate the self-seletion mehanism (from produtivity to exporting), learning-by-exporting is present onlyin seleted setors. Both Bernard and Jensen (1999) and Aw, Chen and Roberts (1997) arriveat similar onlusions. In the ase of the former, a study based on Amerian �rms data, pastexport status is signi�ant for survival rates but does not have any impat on traditionalprodutivity measures. The latter study, based on Taiwanese data, learning-by-exportinge�ets seem to be signi�ant only for seleted setors. Arnold and Hussinger (2005) estimate1The method of alulation of TFP is desribed in detail in later6



the impat of past export status on produtivity using German data - produtivity Grangerauses export but the opposite ausality is nonexistent.Pavnik (2002) makes an attempt to explain the link between trade liberalisation andprodutivity, using Chilean data. The results show that both in setors where export pen-etration is high and in export oriented setors trade liberalization auses an inrease inprodutivity. At the same time, Pavnik shows that �rms of highest produtivity inreasetheir market shares after trade liberalization. This indiates a realloation of resoures fromless e�etive to more e�etive �rms. Bernard, Jensen and Shott (2003) perform a similarstudy for the United States and show that the inrease in produtivity is stronger in setors,where trade osts dereased faster.2 Theory and methodologyAn empirial model of determinants of export deision of a �rm is diretly motivated byexisting theoretial literature on heterogeneous �rms, espeially the Melitz model (2003).As was indiated earlier, a �rm enters the foreign market when revenues from doing soexeed the �xed ost of entry. Similarly as in Arnold and Hussinger (2005) this onditionan be formulated as follows:
Export if: Re
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i,t) > 0, (1)where R is revenue, C - prodution and sales ost Zit - ost determining variables. Sub-sript e indiates variables related to the export market. When there are �xed (sunk) ostto export, the problem beomes dynami and an be summarized by the following Bellmanequation:
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where Xt is an export partiipation dummy variable (subsripts i were suppressed) for period
t, Ct is prodution ost t, not inluding the ost of entry to export market S. δ is a disountfator. Equation (2) says that �rms make the export deision maximising urrent and futurepro�ts from the presene in the export market.Export deision is made in the following way. This formulation is taken from Arnold andHussinger (2005) (see also Roberts and Tybout 1997):
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1 if Re
t − Ce

t (Z
e
t ) + δ[Et(Vt+1|Xt = 1) − Et(Vt+1|Xt = 0)] > 0

0 otherwise (3)The �rm will enter the export market if the pro�ts from export in time t inludingthe future expeted value of partiipating in the export market are positive. Et stands forexpeted value at time t.Vetor Zit ontains the variables determining the ost of a �rms. These might be eithersetor spei�, time spei� or �rm-spei�. Costs an be largely determined by �rm-levelprodutivity (TFP). This variable is unobservable for the researher, however it is observableby the �rm.Lets assume the standard Cobb-Douglas prodution funtion:
Yt = Ai,tK

α
i,tL

β
i,t (4)in logs and after adding the error terms:

yi,t = ai,t + αki,t + βli,t + ui,t (5)Variable ai,t an be interpreted as TFP, ui,t are errors not related to TFP.It seems at �rst that by estimating (5) using standard OLS, we an obtain TFP asresiduals from regression. Assuming that TFP is onstant through time, we ould alsoestimate this measure using �xed e�ets panel regressions (suh alulations for Central and8



Eastern Europe were performed by: Estrin et al. 2002).Aording to Olley and Pakes (1996) and later Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), estimating�rm level produtivity using OLS on a prodution funtion leads to an endogeneity of fatorhoie problem. Omitting unobservable TFP in the estimation equation leads to omittedvariable bias - TFP is orrelated with fator hoie. Pavnik (2002) laims that using �xede�ets partially solves the problem but leads to an estimator of TFP that is onstant in time.Another partial solution is interating �rm-spei� dummy variables and a polynomial of tto aount for TFP trends.Olley and Pakes (1996) formulate a model, whih allows for onsistent estimators ofparameters of the prodution funtion and thus a onsistent estimator of TFP. It assumesthat the aumulation of apital is given by the following equation:
Kt+1 = (1 − d)Kt + It, (6)where d is apital depreiation. It means that investment at time t does not in�ueneapital in the same period. Olley and Pakes assume that produtivity observed by �rms athas an impat on investment in the same period: the higher the produtivity, the higher theinvestment. However, the funtional form of the relationship is unknown:

it = i(at, kt), (7)its inverse is of the form:
at = h(it, kt). (8)We an then write (5) in the following way (Arnold, 2005):

yt = h(it, kt) + αkt + βlt + ut (9)
9



or:
yt = βlt + φ(it, kt) + ut (10)The above equation an be estimated by nonparametri methods or by a polynomialapproximation of the unknown funtion φ = αkt +h(it, kt). This gives a onsistent estimatorof β.Firm makes its investment deision based on produtivity in time t and future prof-itability. Given that apital at time t1 is a funtion of investment in period t, apital andprodutivity are orrelated. Expetations onerning produtivity in the next period are afuntion of produtivity in period t: E(at+1|at, kt) = at+1 − ψt+1 (where ψ is an error). Wean then write (Pavnik, 2002):

E(at|at−1, kt−1) = g(at−1) = g(h(it−1, kt−1)) = g(φ(it−1, kt−1) − βkt−1), (11)where g is an unknown funtion of φ and kt−1 Substituting the above at t into(5) instead of
at and reformulating we get:

yt − βkt−1 = βkt + E(at|at−1, kt−1) + ψt + ut (12)
= βkt + g(φ(it−1, kt−1) − βkt−1) + ψt + utThe above equation an be estimated by non-linear method of g through a polynomialexpansion of a funtion of h and kt−1. Obtained βk together with βl an be then used toalulate TFP.2.1 Data and estimation detailsI estimate here a probit model of �rms' export deision. The alulations were performedon Polish �rm-level data in manufaturing industry, olleted by Polish Central Statistial10



O�e (GUS) using F-01/F-02 forms during 1996-2004. Separate estimations were performedfor di�erent thresholds of the share of exports in total �rm revenue, to eliminate �rms thatexport only a tiny share of their sales. Three di�erent export deision dummy variables werereated: for �rms whose exports were greater than zero and for �rms whose exports exeed1 and 2.5 perent of revenue.The explanatory variables in the model are the following:
• produtivity (TFP[t-1℄) - this variable is estimated using the Olley and Pakes method.All data on apital, investment, employment and value added are taken from GUSdata. The proxy for apital is the value of �xed assets. To aount for industrytehnology heterogeneity, TFP estimations were performed separately for eah of the 2-digit NACE setors (greater disaggregation was not possible due to insu�ient numberof observations in some setors. The orretion for �rms entry and exit was performedusing a probit survival equation. Equation (12) takes the form:

yt − βkt−1 = βkt + g(φ(it−1, kt−1) − βkt−1, Pt) + ψt + ut, (13), where Pt = p(it−1, kt−1) the probability of survival until time t is a funtion of pastinvestment and apital (see Pavnik 2002). This equation is estimated using NLS anda third degree polynomial expansion of the unknown funtion g.
• exporter[t-1℄ - lagged export status. This variable measures the importane of the �xedentry ost of export partiipation. If the obtained estimator is positive and signi�ant,the presene of a �rm in a export market is stable. Otherwise, the osts of entry aresigni�ant or does not have to be inurred in subsequent entries if the initial entry wasmade (see Roberts and Tybout 1997).
• �rm size - this is measured by the log of employment. Larger �rms exploit eonomiesof sale to a larger extend and an be more e�etive. Moreover, given the size of overallosts of the large �rms, the entry ost an be relatively less important.11



• foreign ownership - a dummy variable indiating majority of foreign ownership of a �rm.Foreign �rms tend to funtion as subsidiaries of multinationals and their partiipationin export markets re�ets the nature of their ativity as part of the multinationalstruture.
• state owned - a dummy variable indiating majority of state ownership of a �rm. Onone hand, SOE are usually regarded as less eonomially e�etive, beause they tend tohave goals other than pure pro�t maximization. Aording to the theory above, theseenterprises should on average less frequently partiipate in international trade. On theother hand, in the ase of transforming eonomies, suh as Poland, SOE have beenpresent in the market longer that private �rms and the osts of export partiipationmay have been inurred relatively earlier and do not play a signi�ant role (and theosts may have been also easier to bear due to the old system's �soft budget onstraint�.
• large - a dummy variable orresponding to enterprises employing more than 500 em-ployees.The following setoral variables were also inluded.
• industry onentration - Her�ndahl index alulated using �rm-level revenues data ineah 3-digit NACE industry. Firms operating in highly onentrated setors tend togenerate higher pro�ts and it might be easier to them to bear the osts of exportpartiipation. Moreover, having large market shares in the domesti market may allowthem to ross-subsidize their sales in the foreign market to seure better position there.On the other hand, intensive ompetition and low onentration may push �rms to seeknew opportunities abroad.
• import penetration - a ratio of imports to total sales in the domesti market, alulatedusing OECD (ITCS database) international trade data for 1996-2004 and sales datafrom F-01 forms. An inrease in import penetration leads to shrinking pro�ts andpushes out �rms into the foreign market or indues them to exit the domesti market.12



• tehnial barriers to trade (TBT) - a dummy variable. Sine all traditional trade poliyinstruments in nonagriultural trade were largely removed in the proess of integrationwith the EU, what is left are institutional barriers to trade. EU Single Market Programis targeting tehnial barriers to trade as most important soure of remaining osts oftrade. Presene of the EU poliy in a partiular setor indiates importane of TBT's.Data on the EU poliy overage in the NACE 3-digit lassi�ation is taken from EC(1998).Unobserved time and setoral e�ets are modeled through relevant dummy variables.3 Results3.1 Estimation resultsTable 2 shows the results of pro�t estimations. These results have been obtained for �rmswhere exports exeed 1 perent of revenues. Estimations were made for all enterprises,private ompanies and only domesti ompanies. Results are more or less in line for all threegroups.Past export status is signi�ant for all groups of �rms under onsideration. This indiatesthe existene of a mehanism desribed by Roberts and Tybout (1997). After entry to anexport market, �rms presene is stable due to high entry and re-entry osts.Table 3 shows the alulated marginal e�ets for average values of variables. For disretevariables, the table shows e�ets of hange from 0 to 1. The results suggest that the prob-ability of export in period t goes up by 77 perent if a �rm was exporting at t − 1. Pastexport status is thus a dominant fator driving the urrent export status.TFP is signi�ant at 1 perent level in all ases under onsideration. This indiates thatthe self-seletion to export market is present, whih is in line with theoretial literature.This e�et is stronger in the group of domesti enterprises than in the overall sample, whihprobably stems from the weaker sensitivity of export status of foreign �rms due to the nature13



Table 2: Probit estimation resultsVariable all �rms private domestiExporter (t-1) 2.453 2.443 2.442(107.45)*** (99.39)*** (101.33)***TFP (t-1) 1.021 1.067 1.242(3.91)*** (3.81)*** (4.30)***Size 0.108 0.097 0.113(log[employment℄) (4.23)*** (3.53)*** (4.11)***State owned 0.087 0.077(2.52)** (2.25)**Large 0.079 0.100 0.046(1.58) (1.80)* (0.85)Foreign 0.478 0.486(13.68)*** (13.81)***Conentration 0.057 0.036 0.093(2.22)** (1.27) (3.26)***Import penetration 0.184 0.188 0.133(2.31)** (2.18)** (1.59)TBT -0.218 -0.264 -0.154(4.02)*** (4.44)*** (2.67)***Constant -2.465 -3.044 -2.931(11.13)*** (7.35)*** (12.28)***N of observations 28365 24626 23449Dummies:Years YES YES YESSetors YES YES YESEstimation results, z statistis in parentheses* signi�ant at 10%; ** 5%; *** 1% level
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Table 3: Marginal e�etsVariable Marginal e�et X valueState owned 0,030 hange 0 -> 1Large 0,027 hange 0 -> 1Foreign 0,154 hange 0 -> 1Exporter (T-1) 0,768 0,603TFP (T-1) 0,362 1,009Size 0,038 5,200Conentration 0,020 0,507Import penetration 0,065 0,286TBT -0,068 hange 0 -> 1year 1998 -0,077 hange 0 -> 1year 1999 -0,093 hange 0 -> 1year 2000 -0,034 hange 0 -> 1year 2001 -0,028 hange 0 -> 1year 2002 -0,048 hange 0 -> 1year 2003 0,000 hange 0 -> 1year 2004 0,071 hange 0 -> 1of their ativity (dependent on exports and imports within the multinational struture). Aninrease of TFP by 10 perent relative to average auses the probability of export to rise by4 perent.Size is signi�ant in explaining export status of �rms. An inrease in the number ofemployees from the average of 181 to 281 inreases the probability of export by 2 perent.Variable �large� has no signi�ant impat on the export deision.Both variables �state owned� and �foreign� are important in explaining the urrent exportstatus. As I mentioned before, state owned enterprises an have better position in foreignmarkets due to their relatively longer history than private domesti ompanies. This mayalso be a side e�et of 1970s era of Gierek's industrialization where publi ompanies wereexpanding rapidly enjoying soft budget onstraints and foreign loans abundant at this time.Foreign ompanies are involved in international exhange almost by de�nition. Marginale�et of state ownership is 3 perent and by this fator the SOEs have a higher than averageprobability of export. At the same time, the foreign �rms export with probability greaterby 15 perentage points than their domesti ompetitiors.15



Market onentration is signi�ant in explaining export status for all groups of ompa-nies. The larger the onentration, the higher is the probability of exporting. However, themarginal e�et is rather low - a hange of the Her�ndahl index by 0,1 makes the exportdeision only 0,2 perent more likely. It is possible that the size of the oe�ient is a resultof existene of two ompeting e�ets - pro-export e�et of monopolisation and the pro-exporte�et of ompetition. Import penetration is signi�ant, however, as in the ase of marketonentration, its e�et on the probability of export is not very spetaular - an inrease inpenetration by 0,1 auses the probability of export to raise by 0,65 perentage points.It seems that tehnial barriers to trade are important in explaining the export deisionof �rms. Presene of any of the EU approahes to tehnial barriers to trade (mutual reog-nition, harmonization or new approah - essential requirements) dereases the probabilityof exporting by 7 perent. This value seems rather large ompared to explanatory powerof other variables. However, it seems (or at least we ould hope for it) that it is not theEU poliy that is atually ausing barriers to trade but in setors where these measures arepresent, the overall level of TBT is high. The expeted value of the oe�ient is even lower(higher in absolute value) if these measures were not in plae.Marginal e�ets alulated for subsequent years shows a gradual inrease of the shareof exporters in the total number of �rms. The probability of exporting between 1999 and2003 inreases by 8 perent. Very important inrease of the number of exporters ourredbetween 2003 and 2004. The probability inreases by another 7 perent in this time. Thisan be aused both by the gradual dampening of reession in 2004 and the Polish aessionto the EU that, in a �step� fashion� failitates entry to EU markets.3.2 Produtivity and deision to export - sensitivity analysisSubsequently, I analyze the sensitivity of estimates to the hoie of export threshold andprodutivity measure. Table 4 shows the estimation results with di�erent export to totalrevenue ratio thresholds (0 perent, 1 perent and 2.5 perent) and with alternative notions16



Table 4: Sensitivity analysisTFP w/seletion TFP w/seletion TFP w/seletion Labor produtivity TFP w/o seletion TFP w/o seletionExport threshold 1 perent 0 perent 2,5 perent 1 perent 1 perent 1 perentExporter (t-1) 2.453 2.107 2.530 2.451 2.452 2.454(107.45)*** (91.24)*** (110.96)*** (107.31)*** (108.00)*** (108.08)***TFP (t-1) 1.021 2.132 0.667 0.077 1.002 0.066(3.91)*** (8.21)*** (2.59)*** (4.71)*** (3.89)*** (3.35)***Size 0.108 0.130 0.117 0.173 0.178 0.118(log[employment℄) (4.23)*** (5.21)*** (4.70)*** (8.97)*** (9.30)*** (4.64)***State owned 0.087 0.123 0.051 0.085 0.089 0.089(2.52)** (3.65)*** (1.48) (2.47)** (2.59)*** (2.60)***large 0.079 0.123 0.057 0.076 0.081 0.083(1.58) (2.13)** (1.17) (1.52) (1.64) (1.67)*foreign 0.478 0.567 0.477 0.460 0.467 0.476(13.68)*** (14.93)*** (14.19)*** (13.08)*** (13.51)*** (13.71)***onentration 0.057 0.120 0.035 0.050 0.055 0.052(2.22)** (4.08)*** (1.47) (1.96)* (2.14)** (2.04)**import penetration 0.184 0.159 0.174 0.214 0.186 0.186(2.31)** (1.98)** (2.29)** (2.67)*** (2.34)** (2.34)**TBT -0.218 -0.281 -0.177 -0.220 -0.201 -0.204(4.02)*** (4.98)*** (3.40)*** (4.04)*** (3.68)*** (3.72)***Constant -2.465 -3.545 -2.901 -2.119 -2.402 -1.820(11.13)*** (16.20)*** (9.35)*** (11.75)*** (9.73)*** (10.98)***N of observation 28365 28365 28365 28365 28640 28640Dummy variables:Years YES YES YES YES YES YESSetors YES YES YES YES YES YESEstimation results, z statistis in parentheses.* Signi�ant at 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%of produtivity: labor produtivity (ratio of employment to value added), TFP without or-retion for �rms' entry and exit, and absolute TFP (all previous alulations were performedusing TFP relative to average in a given time period and setor).Results indiate some extent of sensitivity of the TFP variable oe�ient estimates tothe hoie of export threshold. When we treats all �rms had positive revenues from exportsas exporters, the estimated oe�ient is almost twie as large as the one in the ase of a 1perent threshold and as three times as large as in the ase of the 2,5 perent threshold. Thatindiates higher level of produtivity among exporter �rms than non-exporters, irrespetiveof the threshold. In all three ases estimated oe�ient is signi�ant and positive.The signi�ane of �state owned� and �large� variables hanges with di�erent exportthresholds. State owned enterprises are, on average, haraterized by a lower share of exportsin total revenues than private �rms. On the other hand, large enterprises have higher shareof exports in total revenues than remaining enterprises.Use of labor produtivity instead of TFP as explanatory variable does not alter themain onlusion so far. The estimate is signi�ant and positive. Obviously, the size of theestimator is di�erent than in the ase of �relative TFP� due to di�erent onstrution andvariation of this variable. Similar onlusion may be drawn for the �absolute TFP� - it is17



Table 5: Learning by exportingExplained variable ExporterExport threshold 0 perent 1 perentH0: B[TFP(t-1)℄ = B[TFP(t-2)℄ = 0 4.98*** 5.51***Explained variable TFPExport threshold 0 perent 1 perentH0: Exporter(t-1) = Exporter(t-2) = 0 1.40 0.21F test statistis, ***rejet H0 at 1 perent levelThe table shows test statistis for joint signi�ane of lagged �exporter�and �TFP� variables in explaining their urrent values.signi�ant and positive but annot be ompared to relative TFP. We have to bear in mindthat the variation of �absolute TFP� is di�erent depending on a setor (there was a separateprodution funtion estimated for eah setor) and the onlusions drawn may stem from theross-setoral variation and not neessarily from �rm heterogeneity. Using of the entry andexit orretion in the relative TFP estimation does not lead to large hanges in estimates.The above results lead to a question: is �rm behavior only a self-seletion into exportmarket, based on their urrent produtivity? Or maybe the model is inorretly spei�edand the ausality is di�erent: exporting leads to higher produtivity.Similarly as in (Arnold and Hussinger 2005), I seek for answers to that question usingthe Granger ausality onept. I use a simple VAR model, where the explained variableis produtivity (or export status) and on the right hand-side we have the lagged values ofprodutivity and export dummy. The maximum lag is 2 periods, due to a rather smallnumber of periods in the sample. The model is estimated using �xed e�ets to eliminate therisk of omitted variable bias.Tests for signi�ane of lagged export status in explaining the urrent values of TFP andsigni�ane of lagged TFP in explaining the urrent export status were arried out. Table 5shows test statistis for the null hypothesis of no e�et of these variables on the endogenousvariable. The results suggest that there exist a lear ausal diretion from TFP to exportdeision (we rejet H0 at 1 perent level). At the same time we annot rejet the hypothesisof no learning by exporting even at 10 perent level.18



Figure 2: Changes in produtivity when entering the export market
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✞✄ ✞✟ ✞✂ ✞✝ ✠✡☛☞✌ ✝ ✂ ✟ ✄✍✎✡✏✑✠ ✠✡☛☞✌ ✒✓✑☛✎✔✑✠ ✠✡☛☞✌Figure shows the deviation of produtivity of �rms entering export markets(in perent of standard deviation). This e�et is purged of year andsetoral e�ets. Figure 3: Changes in export after entry
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✜✢✣✤✥ ✛ ✗ ✦ ✘Figure shows the share of exports in total revenues after entry to theexport market, purged of year and setoral e�ets.19



Is there really only a self-seletion mehanism and �rms do not improve produtivitythanks to interation with new markets, restruturing fored by foreign ompetition or byknowledge spillovers abroad? I seek answers to that question by examining the paths ofprodutivity of �rms entering the export market.Figure 2 shows hanges in produtivity of �rms in the period of four years proeedingexport initiation and four subsequent years. This alulations were separately performed for�rms who start exporting only one and for �rms who start and stop exporting. Exportthreshold was hosen at 0 perent to eliminate �rms whose export revenue osillate arounda hosen thresholdWe an see, that in the periods following entry (in the ase of single-entry �rms), the loalmaximum of produtivity (signi�antly greater than the average of non-exporting �rms andthan in the period t− 4) ours at the time of entry. In the subsequent periods we observe ashort drop in produtivity and in period t+ 4 we see an inrease in produtivity that leadsto a level higher than in any of the nine periods under onsideration. In the ase of �rmswith multiple entries, the post-entry drop in produtivity is lower.The path in the export share of revenues (for �single-entry� �rms) is shown on �gure 3.We an see, that sine the �rst year of exporting, the share of exports inreases from 5 upto 11 perent in four years after export initiation. The average (among all exporting �rms)export revenue share is 26 perent. Also, the produtivity of �rms that are present in theexport market during all periods have a signi�antly higher produtivity level than �rmsthat start exporting during the period under study. It seems reasonable to think that thelearning by exporting e�ets are more of long run type and start to appear after exports gaina signi�ant share of total revenues. It may be the ase that identi�ation of these e�etswith a 8-year sample is not possible.
20



ConlusionsThis paper uses the Polish �rm-level data to evaluate the determinants of export deisions.The results obtained indiate an important role of produtivity in deision making. Thisonlusion is irrespetive of the notion of produtivity used. What stems out from thisanalysis is the existene of a self-seletion into export markets - more produtive �rmsexport with greater produtivity than less e�etive �rms. At the same time, the importaneof lagged export status in determining the urrent export status indiates existene of high�xed entry ost into export markets. It is also in line with the intuition - to start exporting itneessary to establish ontats in the destination ountry, establish a retail network, supportand servie enters et.Estimation results also show a surprising fat that state owned enterprises tend to exportmore frequently than private �rms. This may result from their, on average, longer historyand better experiene. At the same time, foreign �rms export with greater probability thandomesti �rms.Tests that were arried out, seem to rejet the hypothesis of learning by exporting in favorof the self seletion mehanism. Current produtivity is not a�eted by lagged export statusin a Granger sense but urrent export status is indeed a�eted by produtivity. At the sametime, the paths of produtivity of exporting �rms reveal a signi�ant inrease of produtivityfour years after entry into export markets. This may be an indiation of existene of twopaths of ausation: short term (from produtivity to export) and long term (from export toprodutivity). Formal veri�ation of this hypothesis needs longer samples and is learly a�eld for future investigation.ReferenesArnold, J. M. and Hussinger, K.: 2005, Export behavior and �rm produtivity in germanmanufaturing, Review of World Eonomis 141(2), 220�239.21
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